EXAMINATION DIVISION
Conduct Branch-I

PROPOSED PRACTICAL DATE SHEET FOR END TERM EXAMINATIONS (APRIL 2017)
Programme: M.Tech. (IS/DC/RF/SP)
Only for AIACT&R Students

Timing: 10.00 A.M. Onwards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date/Day</th>
<th>Subject Code &amp; Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 24.04.2017 Wednesday | MEIS 652 Lab – IV (Advanced Database Management Systems)  
MESP 652 / MEDC 656 Detection and Estimation Theory Lab  
MERF 652 Analytical and Computational Technique in Electromagnetic Lab |
| 25.04.2017 Thursday  | MEIS 654 Lab – V (Object Oriented Analysis and Design Lab)  
MESP 656 / MEDC 652 Advanced Information Theory & Coding Lab  
MERF 654 Antenna Theory and Practice Lab |
| 26.04.2017 Friday    | MEIS 656 Lab – VI (Security Testing Lab)  
MESP 654 Digital Signal Processing Lab  
MEDC 654 Digital Mobile Radio Systems Lab  
MERF 656 Microwave Measurement & Design Lab |

Note: Any representation regarding the proposed dates/ paper etc. may be forwarded to the Controller of Examination/Officer Incharge (Conduct) through the Coordinator-cum-Convener of M. Tech. (IS/DC/RF/SP)) program latest by 10th April, 2017.

For any clarification and query please contact:

| Section Officer (Conduct-I) | 011-25302263 |

(A.D. Lamba) (Prof. Pravin Chandra)
Dy. Registrar (Examinations) Controller of Examinations(Operations)

Dated : 29.03.2017